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Drivers for a RNG

ACHIEVING 80x50
BY EDWARD MAZRIA

THE POWER OF COMMITMENT
350 FACILITIES IN 59 COUNTRIES + 100% RENEWABLE ENERGY BY 2050

BUSINESS AS USUAL WILL NOT GET US TO 90% BY 2050 (OR 25% BY 2025)
WHAT WILL IT TAKE IN THE NEXT 8 YEARS?

Energy Action Network | eanvt.org
Strategic Approaches

Retail - Gas Utility as Retailer

Wholesale - Reseller or Transport

Supply - Renewable Portfolio

Vehicle Fuel - RFS/RIN
Stakeholders

- Leadership
- Customers
- Regulators
- Supply
Introducing our VGS Renewable Natural Gas Program

- Verification
- Accounting
- Document
- Recovery
- Sell It
Customer Focused on Sustainability Goals
What will be on the other side?